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First-Run 
 

Fun With Dick and Jane 
This yuppies-turned-bandits comedy doesn't know if it wants to be an anti-Enron satire or a true Jim
movie, but the laughs come quickly and most jokes are on their mark. Deleted scenes and a gag re
how much of the comedy came from Carrey and Tea Leoni's clowning. 
Watch a Clip! 
 

Wolf Creek 
When a trio of tourists head out to 
visit a meteor crater in remote 
Australia, you just know something 
horrible is going to happen -- and 
when it does, you'll understand why 
some ticket-buyers could barely sit 
through this experiment in terror. 
When the squirming's over, there is a 
giggly director's commentary and 
deleted scenes.  
 

An Unfinished Life 
Robert Redford is a crusty old 
rancher. Jennifer Lopez is the 
daughter-in-law he blames for his 
son's death. Eventually they're going 
to get together and hash things out, 
and Morgan Freeman is on hand to 
nod approvingly. Nice Montana 
scenery, too. Extras include bear 
training scenes, but no Kleenex. 
Watch a Clip! 
 

The Greatest Game Ever Played 
Few golf movies beat Caddyshack, 
but director Bill Pullman treats this 
true story of David vs. Goliath on the 
links like an action thriller -- complete 
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with breathless long drives and split-
second putting. The Big Love star 
adds commentary, and there's a 
documentary on the amateur golfer 
played by Shia LaBeouf. 
Watch a Behind the Scenes Clip! 
 
Re-Release 
 

Mission: Impossible Special Collector's Edition 
Despite onset tension between Tom Cruise and Scarface director 
Brian De Palma, the first installment of the espionage franchise is also 
the best -- and Cruise's burglary of the Pentagon rewrites the 
suspense textbook. Extras include a slew of featurettes on the 
production and - for a limited time - a ticket to M:I III. 
 

Cartoon Classic Favorites - Best Pals 
Disney continues to release their short cartoons from the 1940s and 
1950s in themed sets, but be warned -- "Best Pals" means some of 
them focus exclusively on Pluto and forgotten cat Figaro. The 
demented Duck easily overshadows milquetoast Mickey, particularly in 
Vol. 11's "Donald's Dream Voice." 
 
TV 
 

The Bob Newhart Show: The Third Season 
Before Frazier took Freud to the Seattle airwaves, Bob Newhart took 
on the Me Decade of the 1970s as a buttoned-down psychiatrist. He 
was still going strong in the third season -- coping with friends and 
family nuttier than his patients. Guests include John Ritter and Best in 
Show's Fred Willard.  
 
Music 
 

Judas Priest -- Live Vengeance 
It's 1982, and the metal masters roll into Memphis with leathers, lasers 
and licks from the Screaming for Vengeance album. Rob Halford 
drives out onstage in a motorcycle to sing "Hellbent for Leather" and 
heads, not surprisingly, bang. No extras. 
 

Leo Kottke Home & Away (Revisited) 
The virtuoso acoustic guitarist's picking prowess can make jaws drop; 
give the guy a 12-string and he can make it sound like a brass band 
parading down the street. This 1988 Toronto show catches him in on a 
typically impressive evening, blending elaborate instrumentals with 
poignant tunes such as "Rings." Extras include a backstage session 
with guitarist Michael Hedges and an inpromptu exchange with 
master fretsmen Doc Watson and Chet Atkins.  
 

Various artists - Reggae Showdown: Giants of Sting 
Since its 1984 debut, the all-star Sting show has become one of 
Jamaica's premier dancehall events. Highlights of this 2002 concert 
include Elephant Man unsuccessfully seducing an audience member, 
Bounty Killer drilling the crowd, and Beenie Man inexplicably dressed 
as The Love Boat's Capt. Stubing. 
 

Various artists -- Reggae Showdown: Shabba at Showdown 
It's arguable whether Shabba Ranks paved the way for Sean Paul to 
become Lord of the Dancehall, but "Mr. Lover Man" served up 
slackness by the pound. Resplendent in purple pajamas, he headlines 
a 1990 bill that includes Ninja Man and Professor Nuts. 
 

Various artists -- Reggae Showdown: Dennis Brown Live at 
Reggae Canfest 
A star since he was 11, Dennis Brown performed honeyed ballads, 
lovers rock, and roots material. No less than Bob Marley anointed him 
the best reggae singer in the world. His final concert in 1999 is a sweaty and smoky affair, with Brow
outclassing support acts Lady Saw and Frankie Paul.  
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